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A B S T R A C T

Objective: To examine the effectiveness of a three-day training programme on knowledge, confidence and
fidelity to Motivational Interviewing (MI) delivery in an undergraduate occupational therapy and
physiotherapy cohort (n = 25).
Methods: Training outcomes were assessed pre-training, post-training and following a subsequent
clinical placement. The Motivational Interviewing Knowledge and Attitudes Test (MIKAT) and an 8-item
survey assessed knowledge, attitudes and confidence respectively. MI fidelity was evaluated by a
simulated patient interview rated with the Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity scale (MITI).
Analysis was by one-way repeated measures ANOVA.
Results: Self-report measurements indicated increased confidence but no effect on knowledge or attitude.
MITI analysis showed superior performance in all four global criteria and an increased frequency of MI
adherent behaviours post-training. Positive changes were maintained following clinical placement. MITI
summary scores indicated an improvement in question to reflection ratio in line with beginner
competency.
Conclusion(s): Participation in a three-day MI training programme significantly improved student
confidence and MI skilfulness.
Practice Implications: Where feasible, MI training should be embedded within the curriculum. Further
research is needed elucidate the best practices to incorporate teaching this skill set within the curriculum
in order to best prepare students to counsel clients in behaviour change in their applied settings.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The prevalence of chronic disease and its associated burden is
rising at unprecedented rates [1]. Many behavioural factors which
contribute to the risk of chronic disease development are
modifiable [2]. Traditional advice and education-based interven-
tions alone are not sufficiently effective at increasing patient
adherence to evidence-based lifestyle modifications [3]. Address-
ing the multiple issues clients present with over a short
consultation requires an innovative approach. Interventions that
promote ongoing health behaviour change at an individual level
are urgently required to reduce the risk of chronic disease
development and improve disease management.
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Motivational Interviewing (MI) is a person-centred, goal-
orientated, communication style, which aims to elicit and
strengthen a person’s intrinsic motivation and commitment to
change [4]. Originating in substance dependency counselling [5],
MI is compatible with a broad spectrum of treatment approaches
and has recognised efficacy as an intervention to promote positive
health behaviour change and self-management across many
domains including smoking cessation [6], physical activity [7]
and diet change [8].

While evidence to support the implementation of MI training is
growing among public health practitioners [9], limited research
exists in allied health professions (AHPs). Through their role as
health promoters and rehabilitators, AHPs are ideally positioned to
effectively influence health behaviour change [10]. Despite this,
proficiency in behaviour change counselling is not a focus of
undergraduate AHP education [11]. Examination of the effective-
ness of MI training on AHPs specifically at the pre-registration
stage is timely. Behaviour change is a growing concept in
rehabilitation and pre-registration courses, particularly physio-
therapy have been criticised for an over-emphasis on the bio-
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medical understanding of rehabilitation [12]. Training therefore
has the potential to better equip graduating students for the
complexity of the rehabilitation they are expected to deliver, and
which emerging evidence suggests they should adopt.

To date limited research has examined the feasibility and
effectiveness of training AHP students in MI [13]. Existing
literature across a range of higher education disciplines including
nutrition [14,15], pharmacy [16–19], dentistry [19–22] and
medicine [23–27] has demonstrated the beneficial effect of
training on student confidence and knowledge. While these
results are encouraging, the impact of training on behavioural
skills is less commonly examined. While some success has been
noted, reported improvements are often reliant on self-assessment
[13] or modifications of validated scales [25]. As MI becomes more
widely promoted and disseminated into non-specialist healthcare
settings concerns have been raised regarding the reliability and
validity of methods used to ensure treatment is implemented as
intended. To ensure treatment fidelity objective assessment of the
integrity of MI delivered is strongly recommended however
variability in provider performance is rarely a focus of research
[28]. Consequently, there is a need to clearly examine both the
feasibility of training pre-registration AHP students in MI and the
subsequent effect on learners skill set and ability to deliver MI
components consistently in practice using validated instruments.

The aim of this research was to assess the impact of a three-day
MI training programme on student occupational therapist (OT) and
physiotherapist (PT) knowledge, skills and delivery of MI both
immediately post-training and following a subsequent clinical
placement.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design

A prospective quasi-experimental design was implemented to
assess the impact of a three-day training programme on a
convenience sample of second year pre-registration OT and PT
students within the same institution in the south of the UK. The
pre-registration OT and PT courses are comprised of a three year
BSc (hons) programme. Periods of university based study are
interspersed with approximately 30 weeks of full-time clinical
placement where students gain practical experience across a
variety of clinical specialties (e.g. neurology, cardiorespiratory,
mental health) in a range of settings (e.g. hospital, community,
schools). General attributes of communication which enhance
person centred care are core to all placement assessments. The PT
programme comprises five placement of six week duration which
begin in year two. OT students complete four placements of
varying duration (4, 8, 8, 8 weeks) which begin in year one.
Following MI training PT and OT students embarked on their
second and third placements respectively. Research outcomes
were obtained at three time points: pre-training (TP1), immedi-
ately post-training (TP2) immediately following completion of
student’s subsequent placement post-training.

2.2. Training Procedure

The MI training programme was implemented in the second
semester of second year. Participants received approximately 18 h of MI
instructionacross threedays.Trainingwasdeliveredbyamemberof the
Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers (MINT) and focused on
boththetechnicalcomponents;OpenQuestions,Affirmation,Reflective
listening, and Summarising (abbreviated as OARS), and the relational
component, or spirit of MI, which includes; Collaboration, Evocation,
Autonomy support, and Acceptance. Training included formal didactic
sessions, role and real-play, audio recording of a simulated patient
encounter and supplemental online learning materials. The workshop
was highly interactive, promoted experiential learning and offered
participants multiple practice opportunities to implement newly
acquired skills across a variety of exercises. The importance of ongoing
self-reflection for sustained skill development was emphasized in
training through observation and coding of self and peers using
validatedinstrumentstoenhancelearning.Post-training,studentswere
provided with access to an online learning platform which contained
training resources as well as a self-assessment of competence tool to
facilitate ongoing skill development while dispersed on clinical
placement. Individualevaluationsofstudentperformancepost-training
were hosted via the online platform and optional skype feedback was
offered to all participants. Time spent interacting with the online
material was at the discretion of each student.

3. Materials

3.1. Outcome measures

Knowledge of MI was assessed using the 29 item Motivational
Interviewing Knowledge and Attitudes Test (MIKAT) [29]. The
MIKAT has shown sensitivity to detect change in MI consistent and
inconsistent behaviour as a result of training [29–31]. Acceptable
internal consistency of the MIKAT (Cronbach’s α > 0.70) has been
documented [30,32]. Confidence in MI skills was measured using
an eight-item confidence survey [23]. Student competence in MI
was assessed through audio-recorded mock patient interviews
with another peer learner. Interviews were structured using
clinical vignettes [33] and rated by an independent, blinded
evaluator using the Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity
scoring tool (MITI 4.2) which is considered the benchmark for
assessing MI treatment integrity [34]. The MITI is continuously
revised and improved in line with developments in MI research
and theory. Each previous version of the MITI instrument has been
shown to be valid and reliable [35]. The most recent iteration (the
MITI 4.2) has shown initial psychometric support in a substance
abuse [34] and forensic population [36]. Inter-rater reliability in
the good to excellent ranges (ICC > 0.60) has been reported [34,36].

The MITI is rated in global scores and behaviour counts. Four
global scores (cultivating change talk, softening sustain talk,
partnership, empathy) are rated on a five-point scale and capture
the rater’s overall impression or judgement of the interaction.
Behaviour counts are a tally of each occurrence of eight MI consistent
behaviours: questions, simple reflections, complex reflections,
giving information, affirmation, seeking collaboration, emphasise
autonomyand persuade with permission and two MI non-consistent
behaviours: persuade and confront. Finally MITI summary scores
were generated from MITI global scores and behavioural counts.
These include relational global (average of empathy and partner-
ship), technical global (average of cultivating change talk and
softening sustain talk), reflection to question ratio, percent complex
reflections (out of total reflections), total MI adherent behaviour
(MIAB: sum of seeking collaboration, affirmation and emphasise
autonomy) and total MI non-adherent behaviour (MINAB: sum of
confront and persuade). Each summary score has a recommended
threshold level for beginner proficiency or competency. Trainee
skilfulness can subsequently be evaluated against established
proficiency thresholds to assess if basic competence and proficiency
in MI delivery has been achieved. Although regularly employed, it
should be noted these thresholds are based on expert opinion and
currently lack validity data to support them [34].

3.2. Statistical analysis

Data Analysis was performed using SPSS IBM (version 24). One-
way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to determine
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whether there was a statistically significant difference in MIKAT,
confidence and MITI scores measured at TP1, TP2, TP3. Post-hoc
tests were completed using the Bonferroni correction. A signifi-
cance level of p � 0.05 was applied.

4. Results

4.1. Participant characteristics

Participants were 25 undergraduate OT (n = 15, 60%) and PT
students (n = 10, 40%) aged 19–46 years (M = 25.7, SD = 7.2). Eighty-
eight percent of participants were female. Participants had
completed an average of 2.9 years in higher education (Range
1–6 years, M = 2.9, SD = 1).

4.2. Confidence survey and MIKAT results

Questionnaire results are shown in Table 1. A significant
improvement in confidence across time points was observed.
Confidence score at TP3 remained significantly elevated compared
to baseline. The training intervention did not elicit statistically
significant changes in MIKAT score over time.

5. MITI results

5.1. MITI behaviour counts

A majority of behaviour counts changed in the desired direction
appropriate to MI (Fig. 1; Table 2). Notable increases were
demonstrated from TP1 to TP2 including significantly more simple
and complex reflections, affirmations and increased attempts at
seeking collaboration. Post-training significantly fewer questions
and decreased rates of information giving without permission
were noted. No significant differences were demonstrated for
persuade, persuade with permission, confront or emphasising
autonomy. Positive changes in MI behavioural skills were
maintained at TP3.

5.2. MITI global scores

Significant gains were observed in all four global scores
(cultivating change talk, softening sustain talk, partnership and
empathy) from TP1 to TP2 (Fig. 2; Table 2). Scores remained
significantly different to baseline following a subsequent clinical
placement.

5.3. MITI competence

Summary scores and corresponding MITI thresholds for basic
competency are displayed in (Fig. 3; Table 3). Significant improve-
ments were demonstrated for technical global, relational global,
reflection to question ratio and MIAB from TP1 to TP2. Scores
remained elevated at TP3. No significant changes were demon-
strated for MINAB or percent complex reflection. Student
competence reached beginner proficiency threshold for the
question to reflection ratio only. According to the MITI 4.2
Table 1
Mean, Standard Deviation and One-way Analysis of Variance of Confidence and Motivati
training and post-placement.

TP1 TP2 TP3 

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

MI confidence (0–40) 22.36 (2.75) 33.20 (2.58) 32.04 (3.44) 

MIKAT (0–19) 13.48 (2.74) 13.24 (1.50) 12.92 (1.25) 
guidelines a ratio of 1:1 indicates the equal use of questions and
reflections. Lower scores than the MITI novice standards were
found the remaining techniques (i.e., technical global < 3;
relational global <3.5 and percent complex reflections. > 40%).

6. Discussion and conclusion

6.1. Discussion

This study explored the effectiveness of MI training on
undergraduate AHP knowledge, confidence and skills across
multiple time points. In contrast to existing research in student
populations, MI knowledge remained unchanged following
training implementation. Baseline MIKAT scores in the present
cohort were comparatively higher than scores observed in higher
education and professional cohorts [24,37] leading to a potential
ceiling effect. Furthermore, existing studies that demonstrate
improved knowledge post-training have utilised self-designed
multiple-choice questionnaires limiting comparability with the
present cohort [23,38]. Consistent with previous research a
positive effect of training on confidence was observed
[17,19,23,24,27,39,40]. Confidence in counselling skills is a
significant predictor of future utilisation [41], however these
findings should be interpreted cautiously as disparities often exist
between clinician self-rated skill and the quality of observed
practice [42–47]. A further danger of enhanced confidence at this
formative stage is that learners may perceive themselves as
competent following initial training, limiting skill progression [14].
Methodological difficulties with self-report measures emphasise
the value of direct evaluation of MI fidelity to determine if
dissemination efforts of training are effective and ensure quality of
treatment delivered.

Consistent with previous research, increases in all four global
scores and positive directional changes in a majority of behavioural
counts and summary scores were observed immediately post-
workshop [13,15,17,20,22,25,48–50]. While these findings are
encouraging, a key aspect of treatment fidelity and positive clinical
outcomes is the quality of MI delivered. In the present study the
reflection to question ratio improved in line with proficiency
standards suggesting that reflective listening represents an accessi-
ble skill for students to learn [17,51]. Beginner proficiency was not
achieved for any other item. Research examining proficiency in
student cohorts is mixed. While increases in skilfulness in line with
beginner competency have been demonstrated [13,16,17] others
have failed to meet proficiency thresholds [20] or reached basic
competency in certain criteria only [15,51]. Modifications to the MITI
[25], alternative measures of competence [19,27,50] or failure to
report proficiency standards [22] limit conclusion regarding the
efficacy of training. The workshop format and duration utilised in the
present study aligns with the accepted standard for clinical trainees
and has demonstrated success for developing basic competency in
these cohorts [52]. From a pedagogical standpoint, these findings
postulate that students assimilate the simpler aspects of the spirit
and principles of MI in the initial stages of training. It may be
surmised that a three-day course is sufficient to provide a
foundational exposure to MI and assists basic skill development,
on Interviewing related knowledge and attitudes (MIKAT) scores pre-training, post-

Pairwise comparisons

F p TP1 v TP2 TP1 v TP3 TP2 v TP3

167.77 .000 0.000 0.000 0.303
0.93 .360 – – –



Fig. 1. Mean Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity behaviour count frequencies pre-training, post-training and post-placement. **p < .01.

Table 2
Mean, Standard Deviation and One-way Analysis of Variance of Motivational Interviewing Global Scores and Behavioural Frequencies pre-training, post-training and post-
placement.

TP1 TP2 TP3 Pairwise comparisons

Desired direction Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) F p TP1 v TP2 TP1 vs TP3 TP2 vs TP3

Global ratings (1 to 5)
Cultivating CT a + 1.52 (0.65) 2.60 (0.72) 2.51 (0.87) 23.12 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Softening ST b + 1.08 (0.27) 3.00 (0.75) 2.86 (0.71) 57.94 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Partnership + 1.84 (0.68) 2.80 (0.70) 2.84 (0.89) 17.00 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Empathy + 1.76 (0.60) 2.80 (1.12) 3.08 (0.99) 21.92 .000 .000 .000 .646

Behaviour counts
Questions - 17.16 (5.25) 13.44 (5.45) 12.20 (4.75) 8.10 .001 .011 .002 1.000
Simple reflections + 0.92 (1.32) 7.24 (4.01) 6.80 (2.69) 39.87 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Complex reflections + 1.20 (1.58) 3.88 (3.23) 3.16 (2.95) 10.13 .000 .002 .014 .555
Giving information - 6.56 (3.66) 0.48 (0.59) 1.16 (1.43) 49.49 .000 .000 .000 .079
Affirmation + 0.12 (0.44) 1.12 (0.93) 0.56 (0.76) 10.99 .000 .000 .055 .083
Seeking collaboration + 0.04 (0.20) 1.08 (1.11) 0.76 (1.01) 10.27 .000 .001 .007 .672
Emphasising autonomy + 0.08 (0.27) 0.08 (0.27) 0.04 (0.20) 0.19 .825 - - -
Persuade with permission + 0.08 (0.27) 0.92 (2.04) 0.60 (0.86) 2.75 .074 - - -
Confront - 0.00 (0.00) 0.16 (0.47) 0.16 (0.62) 1.00 .375 - - -
Persuade - 0.56 (0.87) 0.44 (0.71) 1.40 (1.93) 4.90 .021 1.000 .113 .056

Desired Direction: desired direction of change scores. a n = 23, b n = 22.

Fig. 2. Mean Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity Global Scores pre-
training, post-training, and post-placement. **p < .01.
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but insufficient to produce proficient practitioners in line with the
currently established thresholds. This is likely to be the result of the
training not being delivered in practice contexts or supported with
mentoring within an environment commensurate to self-reflection
and ongoing skill development.

For clinicians, ongoing training supported by coaching and
feedback represents the most effective method to achieve
proficiency [53] with many individual competencies requiring
upwards of a year to acquire [54,55]. Similarly in higher education
research, programmes with a strong practice component [17] or
which incorporate MI training throughout the undergraduate
programme [51] demonstrate the greatest skill increases com-
pared to those with minimal post-training input [20]. Embedding
MI in the curriculum would allow students time and space to
develop their expertise within the safety of the learning
environment ensuring a solid foundation prior to clinical exposure
and future practice. Research is required to determine if more
complex MI skills can be reasonably taught to accepted standards
or whether reinforcement and refinement of basic techniques and
skills is a more meaningful goal at undergraduate level. Further-
more establishment of the most efficacious way to measure



Fig. 3. Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity summary scores pre-training,
post-training and post-placement and recommended basic competency values for
MI proficiency. BC: basic competency score threshold; % CR: percent complex
reflections; R:Q: reflection to question ratio; MIAB: MI adherent behaviour; MINAB:
MI non-adherent behaviour. **p < .01.

Table 3
One-way Analysis of Variance of Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity 4.2 summary scores and score thresholds of undergraduate OT and PT student pre-training,
post-training and post placement.

TP 1 TP2 TP 3 Pairwise comparisons

Summary Score BC Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) F p TP1 v TP2 TP1 vs TP3 TP2 vs TP3

MIAB - 0.24 (0.52) 2.28 (1.48) 1.36 (1.22) 20.70 .000 .000 .002 .056
MINAB - 0.56 (0.86) 0.60 (0.91) 1.56 (2.12) 4.50 .016 1.000 .070 .119

TG 3 1.31 (0.42) 2.82 (0.64) 2.72 (0.70) 55.01 .000 .000 .000 1.000
RG 3.5 1.83 (0.54) 2.88 (0.72) 2.96 (0.88) 29.63 .000 .000 .000 1.000
% CR .40 0.45 (0.46) 0.32 (0.23) 0.29 (0.19) 1.97 .167 - - -
R:Q 1:1 0.14 (0.15)

1:8.1a
0.90 (0.47)
1:1.2a

0.92 (0.47)
1:1.24a

42.13 .000 .000 .000 1.000

BC: Basic Competency score threshold, MIAB: MI Adherent Behaviour, MINAB: MI Non-Adherent Behaviour, TG: Technical Global (n = 22), RG: Relational Global, % CR: Percent
Complex Reflections, R:Q: Reflection to Question ratio, a ratio of questions to reflections.
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improvement in MI proficiency in student cohorts is warranted.
While proficiency standards are widely cited within the literature,
fidelity to technique has limited association with treatment
outcomes [9,56]. A broader consideration of these thresholds in
combination with other measures may be needed to gain a holistic
perspective of student ability.

Longitudinal MIresearchwhichassessesthedurabilityof trainingon
MI skill retention are uncommonwithin student populations [27,39]. In
spite of its theoretical simplicity, clinical training studies demonstrate
thatMIskillsaredifficulttoretainanddemonstratedecayovertime[57].
Conversely, newly acquired skills in the present study were generally
maintained over the follow-up period without additional formal
training demonstrating the durability of the training on skill retention.
While it ispositivethatnosignificant decayinskill leveloccurredduring
asubsequentclinicalplacementsignsoferosionwerepresent.Ofgreater
concern, MINAB trended towards an increase post-placement on
baseline levels highlighting the need to reinforce a client-centred
approach during clinical exposure to prevent trained students
regressing to more traditional directive counselling approaches.

Maintaining MI skills throughout clinical practice is associated
with enhanced patient health outcomes [3]. Previous research
demonstrates a uniformly positive effect of post-workshop supervi-
sion or coaching on skill retention over workshop attendance alone
[45,54,58–60]. Additional training and practice opportunities are
likely to positively enhance skill retention and sustain commitment
to the use of MI strategies inpractice. Fostering skills in newly trained
MI practitioners is challenging. Due to disparate geographical
placement locations and differing course timetables, no additional
ongoing training was implemented in the present study. While
optional feedback was offered via skype during the student’s clinical
placement median uptake was zero rendering deeper consideration
of sustainable supervision strategies to achieve effective individual
feedback necessary.

Several limitations warrant mention including the lack of
equivalent control group and small convenience sample which
limit generalisability. Peer role-play scored with a standardized
evaluation is a recognised evaluation method for MI skill
development [16,61]. In the present study variability in student
performance and difficulty emulating the clinical vignettes
resulted in interactions that were un-representative of a realistic
patient and which lacked transferability to clinical practice.
Development of context bound vignettes that align with the
clinical circumstance of the trainees will build upon clinical
knowledge and facilitate refinement of new skill while assisting in
increasing awareness of the greater applicability of MI techniques
beyond the addiction field.

Future research evaluating the effectiveness of MI training
should include a control comparison group and encourage
assessment of student skills longitudinally to ascertain if practi-
tioners continue to deliver treatment as intended in client
interactions when they transition from undergraduate education
into the clinical setting. This research was conducted in a single
institution in the UK. Collaboration with other allied health
programmes will enhance the generalisability of the results and
allow comparison between professional cohorts. Annual collection
and pooling of data across multiple cohorts should be considered
to enhance sample size and power. Finally, as improved client
outcomes are the ultimate goal of enhanced communication
training examination of the relationship between student MI
training and subsequent changes in client health behaviour
outcomes is warranted.

7. Conclusions

Proficiency in patient centred communication strategies is a
vital skill for future AHP practitioners. Our findings demonstrate
sustained skill improvement in a range of MI behaviours following
a brief three-day training programme which is promising given the
evidence for the beneficial impact on MI consistent therapist
behaviour on health behaviour outcomes. Additional work is
required to reinforce the utility of MI in allied health interactions
and encourage the implementation of behavioural change
counselling education at undergraduate level.

8. Practice implications

This study highlights the educational benefits of MI training for
allied health care students and the durability of a brief training
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period on MI skill retention. Inclusion of MI within the educational
curriculum should occur in OT and PT programs where feasible. For
future clinicians to achieve proficiency in MI, focused instruction
using context specific educational materials and sufficient
opportunities for practice are essential.
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